
DEITY is active in the universe of universes in many ways. It is active in connection with matter,

mind and spirit. Deity acts in a personal way, and in ways that are not personal. Yet in all the ways Deity

acts, all of its activity works together.

D E I T Y  F U N C T I O N S  O N  S E V E N  L E V E L S

1. STATIC - It functions on the prepersonal or the before-personal level. Static means that it is not moving. It is

being or existing. This level of Deity is absolute and complete in itself and is in need of nothing. - “I AM”

2. POTENTIAL - It functions on the prepersonal level. Potential means that it is capable of doing something.

Deity on this level can plan. The difference between the Static Level and the Potential Level is that Static is self

satisfied where as Potential wants to do something. - “I CAN”

3. ASSOCIATIVE - It functions on the prepersonal level. On this level, Deity divides its aspects into separate

Deity functions. Deity achieves Fatherhood by mirroring certain aspects of itself into a new Deity reality called

the Eternal Son. Deity is no longer alone; it has others with who it can associate on the prepersonal level. This

divine fraternity is know as the Paradise Trinity - “WE ARE”

4. CREATIVE - It functions on the personal level. The human mind can begin to understand this level of Deity.

Here, Deity creates other beings by distributing itself . In this way, Deity reveals its existence to these created

being - “I DO”

5. EVOLUTIONAL - It also functions on the personal level. Evolutional means that Deity is expanding itself

and growing in the material world. Deity acting on this level goes into partnership with its creations and works

with them for a purpose – “I AM BECOMING”

6. SUPREME - It functions on the more-than personal or superpersonal level. On this level, Deity escapes

from its all-knowing absoluteness and begins to experience what it is like to be a created being – to start out

knowing nothing and growing and learning new things. Deity on this level works in time and space and though

it is learning as a creation, it is still. “I AM KNOWING”

7. ULTIMATE - It also functions on the superpersonal level. Think of this level of Deity as pushing out into the

future, thus it operates above time and space. That means it is all knowing, all powerful, and everywhere

present at the same time. It is not limited by space and time. The sixth level Supremacy of Deity coordinates

everything that happens in the Grand universe. This seventh level of Deity coordinates everything that happens

in the whole Master Universe, including the Grand Universe. It acts in an absonite way, meaning more than

finite, but less than absolute - “I KNOW”

DEITY FUNCTION MEANING

Static Prepersonal I AM

Potential Prepersonal I CAN

Associative Prepersonal WE ARE

Creative Personal I DO

Evolutional Personal I AM BECOMING

Supreme Superpersonal I AM KNOWING

Ultimate Superpersonal I KNOW
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T H R E E  L E V E L S  O F  R E A L I T Y

T H E  A B S O L U T E  L E V E L

 This level of existence is the highest level. It is beginning less, endless, timeless, and space less. This is a

reality outside and beyond the finite and Absonite realms.

 The Isle of Paradise is in the absolute level of reality.

 There is no time or space on the Isle of Paradise.

 The Paradise Trinity, the fraternal Deity – the Father, the Eternal Son and the Infinite Spirit – work on this

level of reality.

 No level of Deity that must grow by experience can operate or exist in this realm.

 Anything that happens in the absolute level is complete, perfect and final.

 There is nothing beyond this level of reality.

T H E  A B S O N I T E  L E V E L

 This level of reality is between the finite reality and the absolute reality. On the finite level, things are

created. On the absolute level, things just exist – they were never created. But on the Absonite level things

eventuate.

 Things in the finite reality exist in time and space – things happen one after the other and things exist in

one place at a time.

 In the absolute level, there is no time or space – things & beings in this level are in a place, but not a place

in space.

 But in the Absonite level, time and space is a factor but Absonite things transcend time and space.

 Absonite beings can exist everywhere at the same time.

 But absolute being are in a place that is not in space.

T H E  F I N I T E  L E V E L

 This level of reality is where created things live and exist.

 They are limited by time and space.

 Finite realities may never have endings, but they always have beginnings because they were created.

 The sixth level of Deity function operates on the finite level of reality. Deity is characterized by the quality

of unity, and this unifying quality is best comprehended by creatures as divinity.

ABSOLUTE - Perfect, beginningless, endless, timeless, spaceless

ABSONITE – Transcends time & space

FINITE– In time & space, potentially endless
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D I V I N T Y

To the mind, divinity is understood as truth, beauty, and goodness

To the personality, divinity is understood as love, mercy, and ministry

To the matter, divinity is understood as justice, power, and sovereignty.

Divinity may be perfect, imperfect, or relative in these ways:

1. Absolute perfection.

2. Some absolute perfection and some relative perfection.

3. All three in combination-absolute, relative, and imperfect.

4. Some absolute perfection and some imperfection.

5. Relative perfection.

6. Some relative perfection and some imperfection.

7. Imperfection.


